STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT
DAKOTA COUNTY, MINNESOTA
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval next to your choice(s) like this: ●

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE-PRESIDENT
VOTE FOR ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN
Republican

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN
Democratic-Farmer-Labor

SYNTHIA DEMING AND ROSA CLEMENTE
Green

ROGER CICERO AND AL YOUNI KENNARD
Socialist Workers

RICHARD PABAN AND MATT GONZALEZ
Independent

ROBERT RICH AND WAYNE A. ROOFT
Independent

GUNnar BALDON AND CARROLL CASTLE
Constitution

Choose Your Choice:

UNITED STATES SENATOR
VOTE FOR ONE

DEAN BURDY
Democratic

BARBARA COOKSON
Independent

JANET CROCE
Socialist Workers

JAMES NEMACH
Constitution

Choose Your Choice:

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 2
VOTE FOR ONE

JOHN KLINE
Democratic

JACK BUCHANAN
Republican

SUZANNE SwaR
Green

Choose Your Choice:

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 28
VOTE FOR ONE

LYNN HARDING
Democratic

NATE LOMBARD
Independent

JULIE KELLY
Republican

Choose Your Choice:

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
DISTRICT 38
VOTE FOR ONE

SUSAN BALL
Democratic

NATE DORNBERGER
Independent

POPPIE RHODES
Republican

Choose Your Choice:

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

To vote for a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a proposed constitutional amendment, completely fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND NATURAL AREAS

Sheild the Minnesota Constitution by amended to dedicate funding to protect our drinking water sources; to protect, enhance, and restore our wetlands, prairies, forests, and fish, game, and wildlife habitat; to preserve our arts and cultural heritage; to support our parks and trails; and to protect our lakes, rivers, streams, and groundwater by increasing the sales tax by three-quarters of one percent on taxable sales until the year 2024?

Yes
No

COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 3
VOTE FOR ONE

JANET MURPHY
Democratic

CARL BROOKS
Independent

LISA COOK
Republican

Choose Your Choice:

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 2
VOTE FOR ONE

SCOTT A. POLK
Democratic

THOMAS EIDE
Independent

Choose Your Choice:

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 4
VOTE FOR ONE

PETER THOMAS SCHAFER
Democratic

JEREMY DOW
Independent

Choose Your Choice:

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 5
VOTE FOR ONE

MICHAEL TOBBI
Republican

Choose Your Choice:

COUNCIL MEMBER VOTE FOR UP TO TWO

CYNTHIA FIELDS
Democratic

MAD TELEY
Independent

BOBBY ABBEY
Democratic

BLAIR BARBER
Republican

KENDRA ABBOTT
Democratic

JANICE ROGERS
Independent

Choose Your Choice:

SPECIAL ELECTION FOR COUNCIL MEMBER
To fill vacancies to terms expiring January 2, 2011
VOTE FOR ONE

DANIEL LEDER
Democratic

WILLIAM THOMAS
Republican

Choose Your Choice:

CITY QUESTION

To vote for a question, fill in the oval next to the word "YES" for that question. To vote against a question, fill in the oval next to the word "NO" for that question.

SPEED LIMITS ON SCHOOL DISTRICT ROADS

Sheild the City of Eagan to be authorized to raise and set its general obligation bonds in an amount not to exceed $12,936,000 for the purpose of acquiring and improving approximately 120 acres of land formerly known as Carriage Hills. This property will be used for public facilities, recreation, and open space uses.

Yes
No

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT